Sex and Rockets book. Read 88 reviews from the world's largest community for readers. This remarkable true story about the co-founder of Jet Propulsion L...Â By day, Parsons' unorthodox genius created a solid rocket fuel that helped the Allies win World War II. By night, Parsons called himself The Antichrist. â€œOne of the best books of the year.â€The Anomalist. By day, Parsons' unorthodox genius created a solid rocket fuel that helped the Allies win World War II. By night, Parsons called himself The Antichrist. â€œOne of the best books of the year.â€The Anomalist. Year: 2005. Publisher: Feral House. Rockets The Occult World of Jack Parsons John Carter Preface xxv one. The Early Years: 1914–1936 two. Sex, hot rockets and the occult. Read more. Helpful. The best thing about the book - apart from the cover illustration, which perfectly captures the mood of the 1940s SF world of which Parsons was a fringe member - is the introduction by Robert Anton Wilson. RAW being RAW, it's inevitably attempting to prove 2+2=5, and is characterised in roughly equal parts by acute insights and specious poppycock, but it's compulsively and enjoyably readable. Still three stars, though - given the depth and breadth of the research, you can't really fault the book in terms of covering the territory in a very thorough manner. But it's a shame Jack Parsons, the California based rocket scientist/visionary functioned as a kind of sacrificial poster boy, an ersatz Ahriman for not only the Military-Industrial but also the Occult complexes looming at large. His short, yet brilliant life as a promoter of explosives ended in an ironically mysterious conflagration perhaps born of his own making, the kind of termination amounting to nothing more foreshadowing apostrophe. Parsons possessed the kind of naivete needed to pull off such a stunt, a perverted innocence detrimental to his prospective future as a technical oracle. The forces at large